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Welcome to the month of June, the mid-month of the year and in some
climes, the birth of summer. The months when the birds intensify their
tweeting and the lowers fully blossom. The month when colours come
out to play.
In other climes, the rains have come in earnest. Heavenly lines of silver,
plummeting the earth and wetting it for the plantation season to flourish.
The month of June in all climes heralds Nature's dazzling interplay of
colours, ....... and seasonal mystic
May was quite an interesting month on this platform as it brought in its
wake, distinct personalities who shared their inspiring and educational
stories.
We started off by bringing to you a lady, who succeeded in pushing
boundaries in a male dominated industry. A change agent, whose story
reveals not only wisdom but also the need to avoid a stereotyping
attitude. She made us realise we can do whatever we set our minds to do
as far as we do not give up. You do need to meet her.....click on the link
below.

Communicating For Change In Today's World - The Adesuwa Onyenokwe Story

Our next story was also very inspiring. It centred on a major crisis in the
world today - the housing challenge. This article gave insight to how
Africa is rising up to this challenge using recyclable products to bridge
the gap in the housing industry. One man and his indefatigable team are
taking action, using novel interventions to create multipurpose
structures. They are creating practical solutions to the major housing
crisis faced in Africa at large and Nigeria in particular. They are doing
this by providing low cost sustainable housing in a world moving
towards environmental sustainability.
You want to know what they are doing? Click the link below.

Multi-purpose Modular Buildings and Reversing The African Housing Challenge - Obi Olloh

We rounded up the month of May by asking this question below:
"I place a mask on everyday showing I'm alright but am I?" - Joyce Guo
Answers were provided by one of our esteemed guest collaborators,
who took us into the world of a scheme that provides a safe haven for
those who face abuse of any kind. These abused people can either be
male or female.
It is important that we understand how the issue of domestic violence
can affect anyone and everyone.

This bold team are taking away

"masks" and encouraging us all to have our hands on deck, united in the
ight to make the world a better place. Do you want to know what lies

beneath the "masks"? Then click on the link below.

The Mask: What Lies Beneath - Chichi Menakaya

As always, LR promises to keep providing inspiring mind stimulating
articles. So let us sit back and relax as we unfold what June has in stock
for you our esteemed readers. It promises to be inspirational, motivating
and interesting as always.
June 2017 on our motivational platform is loaded. Look out for the story
of one man, who along with his team is encouraging education to
lourish in remote areas of the world. Learn how another lady and her
team are turning out 'people diamonds' from those society had hitherto
stereotyped as unworthy.
You must not miss these and many more as we roll them out. Remember
we must never forget to keep moving forward, irrespective of the pace
and to continue changing the world for the better in our own small
corners.
Once more we say welcome to the month of June and we leave you with
this quote below

"I can't change the direction of the wind, but I can adjust
my sails to always reach my destination" - Jimmy Dean
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